Letter from the Executive Director

H

i! Welcome to 2007! Jeff Avrin here, Executive Director of Mace-Kingsley. 2007 is a very exciting year for
us. We're taking the organizational steps necessary to vastly expand our delivery to you and your family,
and in keeping with this, we've drafted a neg Admin Scale. All of us arc totally behind assisting you to get
your family into POWER!
1 want to share this with you.

MACE-KINGSLEY ADMIN SCALE 2007
GOALS.
I. Our goal is a sane new generation of youth that will lead Earth
out of its current enturbulated state and establish the civilization
LRII speaks of in The Aims ofScienrologs
it civilization without insaniv, without criminals and without war,
where the able can prosper and honest beings can hare rights, and where
man is fire to rise to greater heights. are the aims ofScientology."

—L Ron Hubbard
2. Sane families worldwide who arc moving up The Bridge' to
Total Freedom.

PURPOSES;
1. To get LRH" tech for marriage, children and families known
and in use internationally.
2. To ensure children are raised with and fully trained in LRH
tech and arc gotten up The Bridge in preparation for taking
on their hats in life, as contributing members of society.
3. To provide an enduring facility where Scientologists returning
to each new life can come as children and know they will get
100% Standard Tech- applied at the correct gradient.
4. To provide Scientology internationally with dedicated, young
Scientologists who are ready to take their place in orgs, missions
or other sector staff.
5. To have fun while going free and helping others to go free.
There you go. We're on fire to make it happen. Please write me and let
me know what you think; it's important to me that we're fully aligned with
what YOU need and want.
Our kids are the future of this planet. Let's have them in the best
shape they can be and fully aligned to LRH tech.
Much love

Jeff Avrin
Executive Director

(727) 442-3922 • (800) 822-7409 • E-mail: macekingsleystahoo.com
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'Save the child and you save the
nation.

What is
Mace-Kingsley
Family Center
Really?

"If, in the course of the next
fifteen years, Scientologists were
to specialize in the Group Processing of children, it might well
follow that all of the goals of
Scientology would thereby be
realized. Thus, by processing
children between the ages of
six and ten, we would achieve in
fifteen years a sanity and alertness never before obtained in
that portion of the populace
between the ages of twenty-one
and twenty-six, the age bracket
which contains the energy and
influence most strikingly felt by
a civilization.
"Child Scientology could very well
be, in terms of practice, the
most important single field of
endeavor in the science.
L. Ron Hubbard
Child Scientology
April 1953
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